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How To: 
Replace the stock Head Unit  
A CFans Members Mod Project by  Halonix, with pics by kaosama05 
 
Skill Level: Easy  

Disclaimer: Please use caution and seek professional assistance when necessary. ColoradoFans.com, the author, 
and all associated members are not responsible for any damages, injuries or other harm which may occur with this 
modification. This post does not reflect the views of ColoradoFans.com and it's ownership. Before attempting this 
modification, it is advised to verify this will work on your Colorado or Canyon, as not all GMT 355's are same! 
 

PURPOSE:  To replace the stock head unit with an Aftermarket head unit 
 
REQUIRED PARTS: 

 Standard GM Receiver Wiring Harness for models 99+  
 http://www.crutchfield.com/S-PpsWaaqwFw6/cgi-bin/ProdView.asp?s=0&c=11&g=103000&I=120702006 

 Metra VT-GMRC-01 (alternative to the above wiring harness, allows retention of stock chimes) 
 http://www.crutchfield.com/S-o7YYNrT7sld/cgi-bin/ProdView.asp?s=0&c=11&g=751&I=120GMRC01 

 Standard GM Antenna Adapter  
 http://www.crutchfield.com/S-PpsWaaqwFw6/cgi-bin/ProdView.asp?s=0&c=11&g=119400&I=12040GM10 

 Mounting kit (varies depending on the head unit you intend to install) 
 Aftermarket Head Unit (your choice)  

 
REQUIRED TOOLS: 

 7mm Socket 
 Electrical Tape 
 Solder & Soldering Iron (optional) 
 Heat shrink (optional) 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. This does not have to be the first step, however, I recommend starting by connecting the wiring harness to 
the wires coming out from the back of the head unit. By doing this first, it will be easier to connect the 
wires in whichever fashion you prefer (soldering, tape, connectors).  (See Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Connect wiring harness to wires from radio 

 
2. Disconnect the Negative Battery Cable. 
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3. Remove the center dash cover. Grab from the bottom and pull, it just pulls out.  Once you have the bottom 
loose, you can move up the sides. (See Figure 2). When you get to the top, you’ll have to disconnect the wires 
for the Hazard lights, as well as the wiring for any other options you may have up there (4WD selector, traction 
control, passenger side airbag controls, etc).  (See Figure 3). 

 
Figure 2: Removing center dash cover 

 

 
Figure 3: Disconnect the Wiring to the buttons/switchs on the center dash cover 
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4. Remove the screws holding the factory head unit in using the 7mm socket.  Keep these screws, you’ll need 
them to install the aftermarket radio. (See Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Stock head unit with mounting screws exposed. 

 
5. If you purchased the GMRC-01 wiring harness, you can skip to step 6. If you did not purchase the GMRC-01 
harness, you’ll have to wire an accessory turn on lead to the aftermarket head unit.  Others have tapped the 
ignition wires, however I would NOT recommend doing that as you could risk voiding your Ignition 
electrical system warranty. The wiring harness does not integrate the circuitry from the 12V accessory 
turn on that the factory unit uses, so what we need to do here is run a wire from the 12V accessory 
wire on your HU to a fuse in the engine bay.  There is a rubber grommet that most of the engine wires 
to the cab go through. This may be hard to see from the inside. From the engine bay it is on the 
drivers side, about a foot down behind the brake master cylinder. I poked a small hole in the side and 
fed a wire through about 7-8 inches. Then reached in above the e-brake and pulled it through although 
it might be easier to tie the wire to a hangar and poke that through then pull from the other side. I also 
decided to run an AMP power wire while I was in there. If you plan to install an amp at any point I 
would recommend you do it now. Run the wire under the carpet and up the back of the center 
console, you should be able to reach in the center to grab it and pull it up. This will be wired to the 
12V accessory wire on you head unit, and the other end needs to be run to an accessory fuse. Tapping 
anything that is accessory switched will allow you to keep the RAP (retained accessory power) that 
will keep the radio on until the door is opened. (See Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Running accessory power to the fusebox 
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6. Follow the directions in your mounting kit to install your aftermarket head unit into the mounting kit and then 
install the mounting kit into the dash. Don’t forget to connect the wiring harness from the radio to the harness 
from the truck. (See Figures 6 and 7). 

 
Figure 6: Connect the wiring harness from the radio to the harness in the truck 

 

 
Figure 7: Install the radio and moutning kit into the dash 

 
7. Reconnect the wires to the top of the center dash cover and reinstall the cover.  
 
8. Reconnect the negative wire to the battery. 
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Figure 8: Finished Product 


